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Items that spark engagement,
moments of joy, and smiles



Music Kit®

Enjoy a CD of classical music  

favorites, a DVD video of classic  

movie performances such as  

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers,  

and a see-through music box  

that plays a familiar song  

when wound. 

Games Kit®

Games are something univer- 

sally enjoyed. This Kit includes  

a set of colored dominoes,  

a large dice and shiny gold  

coins, and letter tiles for  

creating words, phrases and  

many other ideas. 

Animal Kit®

Animal lovers will be tickled by  

the cute animal photograph  

book in this Kit. Also includes a 

great set matching animal card  

tiles and a puzzle designed  

specifically for people with  

dementia.

Relaxation Kit®

Promote a sense of calm and  

comfort with a mesmerizing  

liquid motion waterfall,  

a CD of relaxing music, and  

8 ounces of soothing lavender  

body lotion to use for gentle  

arm/hand and leg/foot massage.
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WHY FIT KITS™?

“It was a joy 

to see her 

so interested. 

The staff love the 

great selection 

and variety of 

FIT Kits®. 

It was easy to 

find items that 

engaged her.”

Cheryl S.

... enhancing life for people who     have dementia and for those who care about them.

• Saves you time – everything you need in one package.

• Gives you wide variety of carefully tested, safe items.

• Makes having person-centered relationships easy and fun.

Benefits of FIT Kits®



Sports Kit®

Sports fans will cheer about  

everything in this Kit which  

includes a frustration-free table- 

top pinball game, an amazing  

photography book of great  

moments in sports, and a  

Scrambled Squares™ sports puzzle.

Play Clay Kit®

Engage creative spirits with specially 

formulated and textured play  

clay. Four jars of non-toxic  

play clay, two scented, are  

included along with interesting  

clay cutters, a wooden roller,  

and mat.

Fitness Kit®

Great for movement needed to  

maintain physical function. Included 

are an energizing music CD,  

squeezables to exercise hands,  

a textured ball that lights when  

tossed, and bands for stretching  

and having fun. 

Puzzle Kit®

Puzzles are great to exercise the 

mind. Included are three different 

types of puzzles research-tested to be 

engaging for people with dementia 

– Pentaminoes, Scrambled Squares™, 

and a puzzle designed specifically  

for people with dementia.

Art & Design Kit®

Great for stimulating abstract  

creativity, this Kit includes a set  

of 24 design tiles, a geo-pegboard 

and colorful bands, and an  

assortment of colorful shapes  

to make countless designs.

Travel Kit®

Explore places in the U.S. with  

an easy-to-use puzzle map  

of the nation, a beautiful  

photography book of travel  

destinations, and matching  

card tiles of U.S. sites  

and monuments. 
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Just

$39.95
per Kit

 

... enhancing life for people who       have dementia and for those who care about them.
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Dear Customers,

 As two gerontologists specializing in dementia care, we know how important it is for 

the emotional and social well-being of people living with dementia to be engaged in activities 

they find meaningful and interesting. Lots of idle time with nothing to do or ways to be  

engaged can result in boredom, agitation, anxiety and frustration. Care partners, already  

managing a lot, struggle to find ways to engage them.

 We want to help.  With funding from the National Institute on Aging, we spent six years 

researching and testing dementia engagement products to identify items widely enjoyed, safe, 

and fun across all stages of dementia.  Test crews of people living with dementia and care  

partners do final testing to ensure FIT Kit® products pass the “enjoyment” test. Thank you for 

trusting us to serve you.  

Elia Femia  and  Karen Love
 Founders of FIT Kits®

All Kits include a free copy  

of the award-winning  

educational handbook, 

Understanding Dementia. 

Each Kit  

item includes  

an Ideas and  
Tips Guide 

that provides suggestions and 

various ways to use the materials. 

These tips help to make  

engagement an enjoyable and 

frustration-free experience.

www.fitkits.org


